BARFLO – The Complete Liquor Solution
The BARFLO liquor and wine dispensing device is a revolutionary bar management and liquor control
system. It uses ARGON to preserve your wines, and is the perfect system for bars, clubs, restaurants and
hotels. Yet, the benefits do not end there, for BARFLO can also prepare your cocktails and register every
sale you make on your Point of Sale (POS) system instantly.
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Pour Your Liquor in Style
A single BARFLO device can entirely transform your liquor management system, making it more efficient
and enhancing your profits.
It completely controls the flow of all your liquor.
It eliminates losses of liquor by preventing spillage and over pouring, and reducing shrinkage.
You can easily monitor exactly when, where, and how much of each brand was poured.
The pour size of each drink will be entirely accurate and consistent, in addition to being fast and
incredibly smooth.
It allows the bartender to move around the freely behind the bar and to be able to pour from
simply anywhere, saving them considerable time and effort.
It is equipped with a RFID Chip, a high quality LED screen display, and a powerful, rechargeable
battery.
It allows for bottle change registration and bartender ID recognition.
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The Cocktail Maker
BARFLO takes away all the effort and time required to make that perfect cocktail, making it highly
convenient for you to mix your drinks.







It can store the recipes for hundreds of cocktails on memory cards, along with printed pictures
and receipts.
You no longer need to memorize the exact amounts you need to pour to get it just right BARFLO does that for you.
A simple click will display the exact procedure you need to follow on the high quality LED screen.
It will even pour the perfect amounts of alcohol so that you do not go amiss, even when making
multiple cocktails.

The Fine Wine
BARFO is an incredibly simple, yet entirely profitable way to increase the speed at which your wine is
poured but that is not all it does. It also provides a comprehensive, advanced system for the
management, refrigeration, preservation, and serving of opened wines and for the extension of the
serving wine’s life.

The POS Matters
The benefits provided by BARFLO do not simply include the management of wine and liquor though, but
extend to matters of finance and sales as well.








BARFLO registers every item you sell within seconds on your POS, where it would usually take a
considerable amount to register all sold articles.
The extremely swift registration process allows you to save additional POS systems.
You can have a RFID label for all your products.
You can monitor everything about your liquor, including which bartender poured which drink at
what time, and what liquor brand was poured.
BARFLO provides comprehensive reports for variances by liquor type and brand, drink, and
bartender, as well as sales and profit analyses and inventory control.
You can easily identify all the substitutions, giveaways, and any over pours that take place.
BARFLO integrates seamlessly with nearly all major POS systems to provide you with total
visibility.
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Our customers can use their POS systems to full advantage and enjoy all the benefits from our advanced
wireless monitoring system. BARFLO is a complete, advanced liquor management system that eliminates
all your drink losses and provides a significant boost to your profits.

